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EDITORIAL
First of all, I would like to wish everybody a very happy, healthy and prosperous
New Year.
I have been asked by our new Treasurer, John Boreham, to remind those of you
who have not yet paid your SE Group annual subscription of £10.00 (which was
due on the 1st January) and wish to renew, should do so as soon as possible to
ensure continuity of membership. His address is Copse House, Copse Bank,
Seal, Kent TN15 0DE
Please note that in order to stay as a member of the SE Group you also
have to be a member of the IAM.
Stay safe and enjoy your driving.
PRIVATE PARKING FIRMS ‘PAYING £16M
TO DVLA FOR DRIVER DETAILS’
The Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency is set
to rake in £16 million from private parking firms
requesting driver details, a new report suggests.
Data published by the agency (DVLA) and
analysed by motoring magazine Auto Express
reveals that 3.2 million details were issued to
private firms in the first half of the 2018/19
financial year – a rise of half a million on the
same period the previous year – suggesting
that the total could reach 6.4m by the end of the fiscal year on April 5.
Companies must pay £2.50 for each request to cover the DVLA’s cost of
providing the information. That means £8m has been spent so far by private
parking firms on requests for details.
The DVLA did not disclose exactly what information is given to the firms but it
did state to Auto Express that ‘it takes its responsibility to protect information
extremely seriously and has robust safeguards in place to ensure data is used
correctly’.
On Friday, the Parking (Code of Practice) Bill reaches its final stages in the
House of Commons before being looked at by the House of Lords. If passed, it
will create a single set of rules for private parking firms signed up to trade
associations, with companies not abiding by the code banned from accessing
information from the DVLA.
STREAKY BACON?
A man appeared at Bromley Magistrates Court charged with dangerous driving.
His car got out of control in a winding country lane and narrowly missed a very
thin pig.
He told the court it had been a narrow squeak.
COPY DATE FOR APRIL SEGMENT IS
4th MARCH 2019
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DON’T BE FUEL-ISH! TIPS FROM IAM ROADSMART
These tips from IAM RoadSmart’s head of driving and riding standards, Richard
Gladman, are all about how you can save fuel meaning you can treat yourself
with those extra savings.
 Try to keep your driving smooth. Gentle acceleration and using the highest
safe gear will use less fuel. Ease off the accelerator early for traffic lights if
they are red - why hurry up to wait?
 If possible, try to avoid driving during heavy traffic. Stopping and starting in
traffic needs the use of the first gear and a lot fuel is used to get the vehicle
moving again
 Keep your tyres well maintained by checking the condition, pressures and
tread depth. When it comes to choosing new tyres, it’s worth having a look
at ones which are designed for extra economy
 Get rid of unnecessary weight. Cars work just like the human body, it needs
more energy to move around more weight and so does your car. Take
heavy items out of the car if you don’t need to carry them. A roof rack or
roof box will increase drag and you will use more fuel to overcome this, so
remove it if it is not being used
 Nowadays, you don’t need to manually warm up a modern car, so once
your windows are clear (a bit of elbow grease will sort them out) you are
able to set off to your destination without having to wait around
 During this winter season as your engine is trying to warm up it uses more
fuel for the first four miles or so. Your engine stays cold when you drive less
than two miles and your car will produce 60 per cent more pollution than a
warm engine – avoid these short journeys where possible
 Turn off the air-conditioning as it uses extra fuel. When the rear window is
cleared turn off the rear screen heater - the more electricity your car has to
produce, the more fuel it will use
 Keep your speed low as you can reduce fuel consumption by up to 25%.
Try pressing more lightly on the accelerator, often you can maintain the
same speed with less pressure on the pedal
Richard said: “Fuel is expensive but a few small changes in the way we prepare
our vehicles and plan our journeys can make a big difference in our fuel
consumption. Sound observation and planning on our necessary journeys will
help. Remember that safety and fuel saving can be complementary if we drive
effectively.”
NO END IN SIGHT!
It is rumoured that the publishers have recalled the long-awaited book on the
history of Sellotape. Apparently, no one can find the beginning.
HUMOUR IN UNIFORM
A vicar who rode his bike the wrong way up the M1 was asked how he managed
to avoid an accident. He replied ‘God was with me’ and was further charged for
riding two on a bike.
[3]

HOW TO CHECK A CAR’S BATTERY
A car battery may be a small piece of the puzzle under the bonnet, but it’s up
there with the most crucial components.
Without a properly functioning battery, the car will struggle, or even fail, to start.
While they can stay in good health for a long time, they will eventually
deteriorate — meaning it’s vital to keep an eye on the unit and knowing when to
replace it.
How does a car battery work?
A car battery functions in a pretty similar way to any conventional cell — it’s
wired up to provide power to electronic components.
In this case, the electronic component is the starter motor, which gets the car’s
engine running. The engine then turns the alternator, which takes the load off
the battery by powering most of the vehicle’s internal components — while also
recharging the battery itself.
Why do they go flat?
Just like any battery, the one found in your car has a limited energy capacity —
which will eventually run out. If the battery is left to provide power to the car for
too long without any energy return from the engine’s alternator, it will eventually
go flat. Its ability to hold charge also diminishes over time — meaning it could be
time for a new one if it goes flat often.
How can I check my car’s battery?
Unlike say your fuel levels and fluid temperatures, which are easy to see on a
car’s instrument cluster, not many machines show a reading of the battery’s
condition — so you’ll have to invest in a bit of extra equipment.
A multimeter will be able to tell you the DC voltage of the battery. As a general
rule, a car battery should read no lower than 12.6V to be considered in good
health — anything lower and it might be time to switch it out.
Which battery should I put in my car?
Batteries vary between cars, so don’t expect a one-rule-for-all here.
The easiest solution would be to head to an online retailer, with many offering
tools to find the right battery for your car by simply entering the registration of
your car. Alternatively, you could look for an identical battery to the existing unit
by its serial number.
Can I change a car battery myself?
Although we’d always recommend seeking specialist help before undertaking
any mechanical task yourself, changing a battery is a fairly simple task.
Park the car on a level surface and secure it with the handbrake first, before
opening the bonnet. Once the battery has been located, disconnect the negative
terminal first before then unclipping the positive. The battery should then be
fairly easy to lift out, ready for a new unit to be placed in.
How should I dispose of an old battery?
By law, car batteries must not be disposed alongside regular household waste.
Fortunately, many recycling centres have dedicated facilities for car batteries.
Take the old unit to your nearest centre, where it can be safely and legally
disposed.
[4]

TEST PASSES
Congratulations to the following who have recently passed their IAM Roadsmart
test:Jonathan Lynch
NEW ASSOCIATES
Welcome to the following new Associates who have recently joined the Group:Georgina Brasier
Christian Noe

Vinay Kabra
Neil Arora

Ann McCarthy
Judy Roach

Rose Harper
GIVE JACK FROST THE COLD SHOULDER WITH DRIVING TIPS FROM IAM
ROADSMART
With white frosty mornings also comes icy roads … that’s why Richard Gladman
from IAM RoadSmart has put together some advice on how to deal with driving
and riding on ice - and keep Jack Frost at bay.
 Only drive if it is really necessary. In very bad weather it is better to stay in
or take public transport rather than risk an accident. Always check the
weather and road conditions on your route before setting off; if police
advise not to travel, then do not risk it.
 Make sure you know how the demister settings on your car work and how
to adjust them properly. If you are riding, a clean scratch-free visor with a
properly fitted insert will help you stay mist free.
 Never pour boiling water on the screen as the sudden temperature change
may cause cracks. Prevention is better than a cure so if possible cover the
glass overnight with cardboard or an old sheet to prevent freezing or invest
in a windscreen cover.
 If you haven’t done so already, get an anti-freeze check at your local
garage or fast-fit centre. Keep your washer bottle topped up with an even
stronger concentration of de-ice.
 It might sound like old news, but you may need up to 10 times the distance
to stop in icy conditions - increase your following distance to account for
this. If a car has to stop suddenly or worse still, an crash occurs, you will
need that extra time to react and stop.
Richard, head of driving and riding standards at the UK’s largest independent
road safety charity, said: “As ever, preparation and planning are the key to worry
-free driving when the mercury plummets.
Plan your route carefully as major routes are likely to be treated with salt and
less likely to be icy, although this might still form in dips and on bridges and in
shaded areas.
Leave more time for your journey, respect the conditions and don’t rush. Factor
in delays and give yourself plenty of time to clear the ice properly from all the
windows of your car.”
[5]

‘DON’T BE A SPACE INVADER’ – STAY SAFE, STAY BACK SAYS
HIGHWAYS ENGLAND
New figures show that one in eight of all road casualties are caused by people
who drive too close to the vehicle in front, with more than 100 people killed or
seriously injured each year.
While a small minority of tailgating is deliberate, most is unintentional by drivers
who are simply unaware they are dangerously invading someone else’s space.
So a safety campaign launched today uses the well-known Space Invader video
game character to alert drivers to the anti-social nature and risks of tailgating.
A survey by Highways England reveals that tailgating is the biggest single
bugbear that drivers have about other road users. And in-car research - using
dashcams, facial recognition, emotion tracking and heart monitors - reveals that
a driver’s typical reaction to someone who tailgates them is surprise, anger and
contempt, with a spike in heart rate.
Nearly 9 out of 10 people say they have either been tailgated or seen it. And
more than a quarter of drivers admitted to tailgating.
The ‘Don’t be a Space Invader - stay safe, stay back’ campaign is supported by
one of the world’s best drivers. Former Formula 1 world champion Nigel
Mansell, who is President of the Institute of Advanced Motorists RoadSmart,
says:
Tailgating is a driving habit I utterly deplore. Not only is it aggressive and
intimidating, but it can lead to a crash with a tragic outcome.
There is absolutely no upside to it – you will not get to your destination faster,
you are not a skilled driver for doing it, and you are putting so many innocent
people at risk. So I very much back this campaign to highlight the dangers of
tailgating.
Highways England says good drivers leave plenty of safe space for themselves
and others.
Richard Leonard, Head of Road Safety at Highways England, says:
If you get too close to the car in front, you won’t be able to react and stop in time
if they suddenly brake.
Tailgating makes the driver in front feel targeted and victimised, distracting their
attention from the road ahead and making them more likely to make a mistake.
It is intimidating and frightening if you’re on the receiving end. If that leads to a
collision, then people in both vehicles could end up seriously injured or killed.
We want everyone to travel safely, so the advice is - stay safe, stay back.
If you wonder whether you are ‘space invading’, then remember the Highway
Code, which says that drivers should allow at least a two second gap, which
should be doubled on wet roads. If you are tailgated, then avoid speeding up,
slowing down or staring in the rear-view mirror. Reduce the risk to yourself by
driving normally, signalling clearly and allowing people to overtake.
Being a Space Invader can also cost you money. One insurance company
reports that almost a quarter of accident claims between January and August
this year involved either a policy holder’s or a third party’s vehicle being hit from
behind.
Continued
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Andy Watson, Chief Executive of insurer Ageas, says:
A bump won’t just damage your vehicle, it’s likely that it will also hit your pocket
when it comes to renew your insurance. So we urge all drivers to follow the advice of Highways England and back off from the driver in front.
Thatcham Research are experts in vehicle safety technology, vehicle security
and crash repair. Director of Research at Thatcham, Matthew Avery, says:
Tailgating is one of the most dangerous driver behaviours seen on UK roads.
Not only does it intimidate others and create ‘phantom’ traffic jams via the ripple
effect of sharp braking, it is also a leading cause of accidents. Thatcham Research is proud to offer our full support to this potentially life-saving Highways
England campaign.
National Express, which will carry the campaign on some of its long-distance
coaches, is among supporters of the campaign that also include the National
Police Chiefs Council, leading road safety bodies Brake and the Institute for Advanced Motorists, and the motor insurer Thatcham.
DRIVERS ‘COULD SAVE MONEY BY TAKING OUT CAR INSURANCE IN
FEBRUARY’
Motorists who take out a fully comprehensive insurance policy in December are
paying a lot more than those who insure their vehicle two months later.
That’s according to new research, which shows that drivers could save an
average of 18 per cent on their insurance simply by waiting two months.
Comparison site Moneysupermarket’s analysis of more than six million quotes
between January 2013 and October 2018 showed that the average fully
comprehensive policy taken out in February cost £475.60. However, people who
insured their car in December paid an average of £560.80 – 18 per cent more.
Tom Flack, editor-in-chief, said: “People buying a car often wait until December
to secure a bargain as dealers look to shift stock before the end of the year, but
it comes with the downside that it’s the most expensive time of year to buy
insurance. Those insuring in December pay, on average, £85 more per year
than those who take out insurance in February.
“No matter when your car insurance is up for renewal, it pays to shop around on
a price comparison site. You could end up saving as much as £276 a year just
by switching insurers.
“Alongside searching to ensure you’re on the best deal, it pays not to wait until
the last minute: insurers give consumers a 45-day window to renew their policy
and often reserve the best prices for those who are organised and don’t leave it
late, as they are perceived as safer drivers.”
The insurance savings are caused by dealers trying to shift cars before the end
of December – therefore pushing up the number of policies taken out. This
means there are fewer people shopping around for insurance come February,
which in turn means insurers try to offer more competitive premiums to entice
new buyers.
People thinking of buying and insuring a new car could therefore be better off
waiting until February to get a better deal.
[7]

ROAD SAFETY: WHY WE UNDERESTIMATE HAZARDS – AND HOW TO
SPOT DANGER
When it comes to our perception of modern-day traffic threats, our brains are still
operating in primeval savannah mode. So how can we improve our focus – and
to what extent can technology help?
Do you see yourself as a bit of a risk-taker? Are you living on the edge, using
your wits and wisdom to survive in this harum-scarum world? Or are you
cautious and prudent, playing the long game, buying low and selling high? It’s a
continuum obviously, and we’re all somewhere on it. You probably think you
know where you sit and you’d be so, so wrong – because you almost certainly
haven’t got a clue. How could you? You’re human. You’re hard-wired to detect
snakes and spiders – all primates have some fear of both and detect them
rapidly – but everything else is a mess, especially when it comes to driving a
car.
Our understanding of the way people perceive threats, risks and hazards is
grounded in the work of Robert W Kates, a steelworker from Brooklyn who
became a high-school teacher in Indiana, then a professor of geography at Clark
University in Massachusetts. Kates wanted to understand how accurately we
assessed the hazards posed by the natural world. He coined the phrase “the
prison of experience” to explain why we were so utterly terrible at estimating
threats – preferring to take an insanely optimistic view of our chances in spite of,
or perhaps because of, our previous experiences.
For instance, surveying residents on the east coast of the US, Kates found 90%
of them had experienced dangerous storms in the past but only 66% expected
them to recur in the future. Similar work by Prof Thomas Saarinen found that
farmers suppressed their experiences of past droughts and adopted
unrealistically optimistic attitudes towards the likelihood of future droughts.
Farmers, he found, were like gamblers – droughts were “there to be beaten, and
the good farmer would be the one who managed to survive through it”.
We love to deny the existence of hazards, doubt they will recur, argue that
“lightning never strikes twice in the same place”. We put faith in higher powers,
imagining patterns in irregular events or even convincing ourselves that certain
hazards are becoming less frequent over time – even when the evidence proves
the exact opposite.
“We seek out hazards using our experience of the environment to guide our eye
movements and to guide our predictions – and in humans it’s almost all about
vision,” says Prof David Crundall at Nottingham Trent University’s department of
psychology. He explains that 100,000 years ago, our ancestors walking across
the savannah would be looking for predators in places very different to the
hazards we’re watching out for today, for instance, while driving.
“We segment what we see into areas that are important and areas that are less
important,” Crundall explains. “It’s called applying scene priors. The problem is
there’s good psychological evidence you can look at a vehicle but not process
what you’re seeing, even if you are hugely experienced.
Continued
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Our attention tends to be drawn to things with low spatial frequencies – big and
fat such as cars and lorries – before things with high spatial frequencies – slim,
small things such as motorcycles. We look right and left at a junction for
something like 200 milliseconds. Motorcycles only make up 1% of traffic [in the
UK], so we’re not expecting to see them 99% of the time. In fact, the more we
drive, the more we’re reinforcing our inability to see motorcycles.”
It was partly to overcome this problem that, in 2002, the UK government
introduced a hazard perception test into the car and motorcycle theory test. This
uses a timed stop button to measure learner drivers’ responses to developing
hazards in a number of video clips.
Research by the Department of Transport in 2008 found 11% of all respondents
reported they needed a lot of improvement in this area. The test, however, is a
little clunky, for example, failing to account for expert drivers who spot hazards
sooner but leave braking until later. Police drivers, for instance, seem to react at
the same speed as normal drivers. When their physical arousal is measured,
however, it’s clear their bodies respond far quicker than standard drivers – they
are aware but delay their reaction until it is necessary.
Car makers have addressed the problem by developing technologies to aid
hazard perception. In the case of the new Volkswagen Touareg, these aids
include Night Vision – an infrared camera that spots pedestrians, cyclists and
larger wild animals at a range of 10 to 130 metres and alerts the driver – and a
collision avoidance Front Assist system, that uses radar sensors to measure the
distance and speed of vehicles or objects in front of you and can put the brakes
on if you seem on course for collision.
For aircraft pilots, the ability to spot hazards and risks is clearly a life-or-death
issue. Rhona Flin, professor of industrial psychology at Robert Gordon
University in Aberdeen, has been helping airline pilots with risk assessment and
other safety related non-technical skills for the past 15 years.
“The problem is we haven’t really evolved much since the savannah,” she says.
“When it comes to the way we gather and process information, our limits are
fundamentally determined by the limitations of the human memory system,
speed of information processing, your brain’s working bandwidth and how
sensitive you are to interference. Our brains like having their attention caught by
the bits and pieces that interest us – although while in moving machinery we
need to survey the environment.”
Successful safety procedures for pilots are based around reducing interference
and keeping the bandwidth free, she explains. Aggression or rudeness can
severely affect our cognition skills – even just observing aggression can make
us less capable of dealing with surprising information. So a family row isn’t just
upsetting – it’s positively dangerous on a motorway.
“Chesley Sullenberger, who landed on the Hudson River in 2009, has an MSc in
psychology and he says the key to his safe landing was how conscious he was
to not overload himself or exceed his bandwidth with unnecessary information –
so he stayed clear on his priorities,” Flin says. “Pilot training these days includes
a lot more about resilience, adaptability and coping with surprising situations.
Continued
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For some people on some occasions you get a brain wipe and there are only a
limited number of ways we can retrain our brain capacity.”
Keeping calm and avoiding overload should be easier for computers – which
aren’t distracted by emotion and can repeat tasks ad infinitum without degrading
their response. Hazard perception in self-driving cars involves three
technologies: cameras installed around the car for 360-degree vision; high-tech
sensors for Light Detection and Ranging (Lidar) that use lasers to send out
invisible light pulses, then measure the time and location of reflected light to
determine the position and size of nearby objects; and, finally, radars, which
track moving objects. But is the technology safe enough?
“Certain things are very important – head direction, eye gaze contact … if
someone is looking at you, the odds are they’re making a decision as to whether
to step out,” Crundall explains. “It’s an ambiguous situation – will they step out?
Unless you or they make an overt gesture, it’s a judgement call. You could
imagine a car understanding that a pedestrian had their face turned to face it –
but could a car understand that if they’re looking at you but just above your eye
level the chances are they think you’re too close and are already looking at the
car beyond?”
The purely autonomous solutions to date haven’t been promising. Uber has
suspended testing of self-driving cars after crashes, while Transport for
London’s GATEway project, which had autonomous pods operating a shuttle
service around Greenwich in London, overcame the problem by deploying a top
speed of 5.5mph, with pods stopping to think every time any pedestrians or
cyclists got too close. Cute but no commute.
The short-term answer looks like technology aiding human perception rather
than replacing it – two in every three new cars sold in the UK have high-tech
driver assistance systems including collision warning, autonomous braking and
blind-spot alerts, according to the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.
What no car can do is stop your passengers shouting at you if they weren’t
expecting the sharp braking – or shouting at you if they think you need to brake,
or arguing about directions, or playing their own music and criticising your new
shirt. Fortunately, you have cognitive psychology on your side. Don’t overload
my bandwidth, you can tell them. I’m managing risks here. If you’re rude to me,
you might actually die. Or be late for school, which is clearly worse.
Ed: Ack The Guardian 24/09/18
SIGN OF THE TIMES
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Notice is hereby given of the
56th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE
SOUTH EASTERN GROUP OF
ADVANCED MOTORISTS
to be held on
TUESDAY 12th MARCH 2019 at 7.45 pm
(Doors Open at 7.15pm)
at the Small Hall, Crofton Halls, Orpington,
Kent, BR6 8PR
The Guest Speaker will be
Mike Quinton, CEO of IAM Roadsmart
Members, Associates and Friends are welcome.
Please see page 22

Will all members please note that the minutes of the last AGM
together with the Report and Accounts for the year 2018 will
only be available to those attending the AGM on 12th March
2019.
If you are unable to attend but would still like a copy, please
apply to the Secretary at the address below enclosing a SAE.
The Group Secretary,
2 Wentworth Close
Hayes
Kent
BR2 7AW
[11]

Group Night Diary

Meetings are held at the Small Hall, Crofton Halls, York
Rise, off Crofton Road, Orpington, BR6 8PR
Doors open 7.15pm for 7.45pm start

12th March 2019
56th AGM
(with Guest Speaker Mike Quinton,
CEO, IAM RoadSmart)
11th June 2019
An Evening with Paddy Hopkirk,
IAM RoadSmart ambassador
10th September 2019
(To be advised)

If you would like to organise a Group Night or have any
suggestions for a Speaker, then please contact a
member of the Committee.
Their details can be found on page 24.
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Want to Drive on the Skid Pan?

Following the group’s successful “Skid Pan Experience” at the Essex Skid
Pan, Kelvedon recently, we will be booking another date later in the year.
There are some names already on the list for the next event, so if you want
to go, get your name down early to avoid disappointment.
The visit will start with a briefing on what you will be doing including safety
instructions. There are 10 places and there will be 2 instructors who will
give a demonstration on the skid pan and then you will be able to drive with
the instructor and practise what you will have been shown; to create a skid
and to be able to keep control, hopefully ! ! !
The cost is £55 each and you will be using the skid pan cars which are
both front and rear wheel drive.
Please let Michaela Halse have your name by e-mail, telephone, text or
post to:39 Great Queen St.
Dartford
Kent
DA1 1TJ
E-mail to: michaelahalse121@gmail.com
Phone: 020 7802 3240 Mobile: 07860 409493

Book now to avoid missing out ! !
[13]

RAIN, RAIN GO AWAY …
Here is some advice from IAM RoadSmart on how best to cope with it.
Heavy rain:
 Heavy rain will affect your visibility, so take it slow. Rule 126 of the Highway
Code states that the braking distance between yourself and the vehicle in
front of you should be two seconds when driving on a dry road, and at least
four seconds in the wet. It is even longer on icy surfaces. IAM RoadSmart
recommend up to 10 times the braking distance when driving on ice.
 Your windscreen should be clean, wipers effective and the jets positioned
correctly and aimed at the screen. It is sensible to clean the windscreen,
make any necessary adjustments and remove anything from the main area
before you start your journey.
 A good rule of thumb is that if you need windscreen wipers, then you need
your headlights. Automatic light settings will not always activate in bad
weather conditions, so it is up to you to make a sensible decision as to
whether these need to be turned on.
Aquaplaning:
 If the water is standing in puddles on the road surface, your car is at risk of
aquaplaning. Aquaplaning is where a wedge of water forms in front of the
tyre and lifts it up off the road surface. This is caused by the tread not being
able to displace the amount of water present. To recover form aquaplaning,
ease gently off your accelerator, have a firm grip of the steering wheel and
be sure not to make any sudden steering actions. The car will eventually
regain its grip as the water clears.
Floods:
 First ask yourself - can you take another route? If not, then you need to
identify how deep the flood is. If the standing water is more than six inches
deep, avoid driving through it. If you are familiar with the road, you can
judge the flood in relation to the kerb.
 If heavy rain was not the cause of the flood, then what was? And what
impact on the road does it have? For example, if it is a burst water main,
the standing water may look like a normal flood but the road surface
beneath the water may be completely broken up. If you are unsure how the
flood has formed, then avoid it altogether.
 Are there other vehicles similar to yours that are safely driving through?
From this, make a judgement call as to whether it is safe to travel through
or not.
 If the water is fast flowing, do not attempt to drive through it, as there is a
real danger of your car being swept off the road.
If you have taken everything into consideration and decide to drive through
the flood, be sure to do so slowly. The best approach is to press lightly on
your
clutch and add gentle pressure on your accelerator to increase your
engine revs. Do so without increasing your speed, in a similar way to how
you would undertake a hill start. This will prevent water from entering your
exhaust.
Continued
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If you are in an automatic car, accelerate slightly but control the speed with
your brakes. When you have passed the flood, test your brakes to make
sure they are dry and working properly.
 If you are in the slightest doubt, then turn around and don’t go through the
flood. Often modern saloon cars have the air intake in the wheel arch,
which may be below the water level. If your engine should take in water, it
will immediately hydro lock and the engine will stop.
 Remember to stay alert and avoid splashing pedestrians. If this is done
accidentally- even when causing splashed when driving through puddles at
the side of the road - you could receive a fixed penalty and three points on
your license for driving without due care and attention, or without
reasonable consideration for other road users. If deliberately done, it could
be a public order offence, a court appearance and a fine.
Richard Gladman, head of driver and rider standards, said: “With the British
weather the way it is, we should all be well practised at driving in the rain.
Keeping your car maintained and the rubber (wipers and tyres) in good condition
will help you stay safe. In the recent extremes, we have seen that standing
water and floods are becoming more commonplace, so take extra care and if
possible avoid driving through standing water. If you’re in any doubt about the
depth or surface underneath a flood, then it’s best not to take any chances.”
SHARP NEW TRAFFIC CAMERA CAN CATCH OFFENDERS MORE THAN
HALF A MILE AWAY
A new camera is being tested that can spot speeders, tailgaters and careless
drivers more than half a mile away.
Gloucestershire Constabulary are trying out the camera, which has a viewable
range of approximately 990 metres, meaning it’s unlikely that driving offenders
will spot it before it sees them.
The operation is taking place on the A417, which carries up to 50,000 vehicles a
day.
Gloucestershire police say the camera is being piloted in an effort to catch
careless drivers – and posted footage from the camera that showed a Ford
Focus ST reaching 93mph on the road while tailgating another vehicle. It says
the tech could be used on any road in the country if the trial proves successful.
Martin Surl, Gloucestershire’s police and crime commissioner, said: “This is one
of the county’s busiest roads, which also has one of the worst accident records
due to the way it’s used.
“Many people have come to me with their concerns about speeding and other
safety issues along this road. We now have a chance to test a new model of
collaborative road policing which, if it proves a success, can be put into practice
elsewhere.
“The aim is not just to penalise motorists but to uphold the law by creating a
change in people’s behaviour. But the police will enforce the law when
necessary.”
[15]

RECORD 2 MILLION CARS HAVE HAD THEIR MILEAGE CLOCKED
Car mileage scams have risen to record levels, local councils have warned, as
private buyers are turning to underhand tactics to secure online sales.
More than two million cars on Britain's roads now have adulterated miles on the
clock, fraudulently adding thousands to their value, according to the Local
Government Association which represents councils.
It comes as an abundance of mileage correction services and devices are
readily available on websites like Amazon, where they can be bought for as little
as £100.
At present these devices is legal, but the LGA is calling for them to be banned to
stop the surge in "clocking". which it says is putting motorists at a greater risk of
buying dangerous used cars with false mileage.
A proposed EU ban on companies providing mileage correction services was
due to be in place by May 2018, however this never took place. An existing
legal loophole means that while knowingly selling a clocked car without
disclosing it is fraud, it is not illegal to alter the odometer’s mileage.
The Department for Transport is currently consulting on how to stop the clocking
of cars.
In one recent council prosecution a van sold with 89,000 miles on the clock was
actually found to have travelled more than 243,000 miles, while in another
council prosecution, the mileage differences on 10 clocked vehicles added
together were the equivalent of travelling to the moon.
Latest industry figures show clocking – where the mileage is reduced to increase
a vehicle’s resale value – increased by 25 per cent between 2014 and 2016 and
costs motorists an estimated £800 million per year in the UK.
One in 16 vehicles checked now has a mileage discrepancy, which means there
could be 2.3 million clocked and potentially dangerous cars on UK roads, the
LGA said.
This is up from around 1.7 million in 2014. Rogue car dealers and private sellers
can use mileage correction devices to knock off tens of thousands of miles on
vehicles to make them look less well used and more desirable. This can
increase the value of an average second-hand family car by up to £4,000.
As well as defrauding people through higher prices, the crime could hide serious
mechanical problems on vehicles and lead to expensive repair bills, especially if
a vehicle appears as if it isn’t due a service when it actually is.
THE BUS TOUR
A group of Americans were traveling by tour bus through Switzerland . As they
stopped at a cheese farm, a young guide led them through the process of
cheese making, explaining that goat's milk was used. She showed the group a
lovely hillside where many goats were grazing.
“These,” she explained, “are the older goats put out to pasture when they no
longer produce.” She then asked, “What do you do in America with your old
goats?”
A spry old gentleman answered, “They send us on bus tours!”
[16]

WORD SEARCH ~ FAMOUS LOVERS
Hidden in the grid below are the names of 24 different famous lovers.
They may read horizontally, vertically or diagonally, but always in straight lines.
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THEFT RESISTANT NUMBER PLATES
In the battle for car security, Theft Resistant Number Plates are one of the most
recent breakthroughs. They were introduced in a bid to fight car cloning (see our
article on 'Car Cloning: Are You At Risk?' for more details on this). The AA
suggest that as many as 33,000 number plates were reported as stolen in 2005
alone, although the figure would undoubtedly have been higher still if all number
plate thefts were reported.
What are the benefits of Theft Resistant Number Plates?
When number plates are taken from one vehicle, they are usually added to a
different vehicle to give it a new identity. This allows the driver of the second
vehicle to escape motoring offences such as parking tickets and speeding fines,
as well as giving them the perfect cover to get away with using the vehicle for
criminal activities.
Theft Resistant Number Plates prevent this from happening. They are expected
to cut the number of drivers who are being penalised by motoring offences that
were committed by someone else (using their vehicle's number plates). They are
also expected to reduce the number of drivers who unwittingly end up buying a
car with stolen number plates.
How Do They Work?
Theft Resistant Number Plates cannot be removed from a vehicle in less than
three minutes, and even then, they break up into at least four separate pieces.
This makes it impossible for them to be fitted to another vehicle - even if they
are eventually stolen. They are made to shatter once they have been removed
from the original vehicle, which means that they are as good as useless in terms
of fixing to a different vehicle.
How Much Do They Cost?
Theft Resistant Number Plates are far more expensive than regular number
plates. For the most part, you can expect to pay double the cost of an average
number plate, and in some cases, it may set you back even more than that. You
may also have to pay an extra fee for having them fitted instead of ordinary
number plates. As with most things though, you get what you pay for.
Where Can I Find Theft Resistant Number Plates?
They are not widely available at the moment. Most are fitted to new cars by car
dealers. If you are buying a new car, it shouldn't be much of a problem, as you
can ask the dealer to fit them for you. However, you may find it difficult to find a
dealer who will fit Theft Resistant Number Plates to a car that isn't brand new.
Fortunately, there are companies in the UK who will do this (for example, Hill's
Numberplates fit SecurePlates to older cars, and these meet the DVLA's antitheft guidelines for number plates).
What Happens if My Number Plates are Stolen?
You should contact the police straight away, so that they can find and prosecute
the offender as quickly as possible. Many people do not think to inform the
police, as they don't think that it is important enough, but car 'cloning' is
becoming an increasingly common crime.
[18]

SURGE IN KEYLESS CRIME AS THIEVES
TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF
NEW
TECHNOLOGY
Keyless car crime surged last year as industry
experts warned that criminals are embracing
new technology to break into vehicles.
Insurers paid out a record £271m in theft
claims in the first nine months of this year - a
32 per cent increase on the same period last
year, according to the Association for British
Insurers.
Malcolm Tarling, of the ABI, said keyless car theft was the 'main driver' of the
increase in thefts.
The advent of keyless technology, which requires drivers to use digital fobs
instead of keys to unlock a car's door and start its engine, has created security
problems for car manufacturers.
Thieves are now using readily available technology to launch so-called 'relay
attacks', in which handheld electronic devices are used to amplify the signal
being given off by a digital fob from within a victim's house in order to fool a car
parked outside into opening its door.
Mr Tarling said car manufacturers were in a constant battle to stay ahead of
criminals as they employ increasingly sophisticated technology to break into
vehicles.
"The industry recognises that car criminals don't stand still. As cars become
better protected, criminals see a challenge to break into them. The sector is
always working out how it can ahead."
The statistics, which show an 11 per cent increase in claims settled over the
period, suggest a higher number of high-value vehicles being stolen.
Richard Billyeald, chief technical officer at Thatcham Research, told The
Telegraph that relay attacks require a certain level of knowledge and are likely to
be carried out by gangs who use the technology to target more expensive
vehicles.
"Some level of knowledge is required. Where we're seeing this is with organised
crime groups. It's not so much opportunistic thefts," he said.
"This is not off-the-shelf kit - this is specialist and bespoke, made from readily
available equipment."
Mr Billyeald advised car owners to keep their keys away from the front of their
houses - and doors and windows in particular - in order to reduce the likelihood
of relay attacks.
"A vehicle is a high-value item and owners need to be sure they're being careful
with it. Like all security, there are many layers you can apply. It's about what you
do and don't do," he said.
DR. DOOLITTLE?
A man walks into a pet shop. "Do you have any speaking parrots"?
"No, replied the salesman, but we have a woodpecker who knows Morse code".
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READ UP ON THE SUPER SIX! BE A BETTER DRIVER WITH TIPS FROM
IAM ROADSMART
Do you know what the super six are?
These tips give advice on those often overlooked road safety issues. Richard
Gladman, head of driving and riding standards for the UK’s largest independent
road safety charity, IAM RoadSmart, advises you on how to stay safe on the
road with ‘six of the best’.
 Slow down around schools and keep an eye on speed limit signs as these
may change down to 20mph. This may not be rocket science but it’s easily
forgotten when you repeat the same morning commute every day. If you
want to be on time simply leave earlier and check a route planner
beforehand
 Seatbelts are a must. Passengers over 14 are responsible for their own
seat belts but it is you as the driver who will be stopped for this. So take
charge and tell them all to ‘belt up’. Bear in mind that loose items in a car
can become projectiles in a crash as can an unrestrained passenger. Keep
your car tidy and store bags or tools securely in the boot
 Keep to the speed limit. Rushing from junction to junction or hold up to hold
up is often counterproductive. Why hurry up to wait? A 50 mile journey at
80mph will save you at most six minutes compared to the same distance at
70mph. Is it worth the stress and the extra fuel? Remember we have speed
limits, not targets
 The dangers of hand-held mobile phones are well-known but taking or
making calls by Bluetooth can be just as distracting. If you switch the phone
off when you get behind the wheel you can concentrate fully on perfecting
your driving skills
 Dazzle from low sun is a factor in more crashes than dazzle from
headlights. Keep your windscreen clean and don’t put those sunglasses
away just yet
 It is legal for motorcyclists to filter through traffic, so give them space and
never try to deliberately block them. Before changing lanes, check your
mirrors and blind spots carefully before you make your move
Richard said: “Most delays on our main roads are caused by accidents and
breakdowns. Prevention is so much easier than cure. Check the car over before
your journey, keep your distance, manage your speed and we can all have an
incident free week, year and lifetime.”
A SHORT VOCATION?
A man was in his car, and as he was driving along his boss rang up, and he said
'You've been promoted.' And the man swerved. And then he rang up a second
time and said "You've been promoted again.' And the man swerved again. He
rang up a third time and said 'You're managing director.' And the man went into
a tree. And a policeman came up and said 'What happened to you?' And the
man said 'I careered off the road.'
[20]

CAR CLONING IN LONDON UP 50% IN JUST ONE YEAR
Cases of car cloning in the capital have risen by half in a year, according to
official data from Transport for London.
Figures obtained by motoring website HonestJohn.co.uk analysed the number of
Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) automatically issued in London which were later
cancelled on the grounds of the car being a clone.
It found that in 2016, 1099 PCNs issued for non-payment of London’s
Congestion Charge were cancelled on the grounds of the car being a clone. In
2017, the figure had increased to 1,652. Data for the first six months of 2018
show that the figure is set to rise again, with figures from January-June up by a
third.
The true figure is expected to be much higher, with a complex appeal process
discouraging some – as well as the fact that the Congestion Charge only
operates between 7am and 6pm, Monday to Friday.
If issued a PCN, the motorist is required to provide proof that their car was not in
contravention of the rules – a process which usually means proving your car
was elsewhere when the ticket was issued.
“This is just the tip of the iceberg,” commented Honest John’s managing editor,
Daniel Powell. “On the grounds that it is down to the car owner to prove they are
innocent, it would be safe to assume the true figure for car cloning in London is
significantly higher as many drivers will be unable to supply the evidence TfL
needs to cancel the PCN.”
“For those involved it can be a very frightening and stressful experience,
because they will be threatened with crippling fines and court action if they
cannot provide comprehensive proof that they were not on the capital’s roads. It
also raises an important question – how many drivers simply pay the fine to
avoid the stress?”
PCNs for contravention of the Congestion Charge zone are £65, rising to £130 if
not paid within 14 days. It’s enforced by a network of automatic number plate
recognition cameras, and entrance costs £11.50 for a petrol or Euro 4 diesel car.
TfL assured motorists that before issuing the PCN, it manually verifies that the
vehicle for which the fine is issued matches the number plate – at least in terms
of model and colour. However, that doesn’t affect incidences where criminals put
the cloned plate onto a car of an identical make and model.
Powell continued: “There are a number of steps car owners can take to protect
themselves, with the most obvious one being photos of their car to show the
subtle differences between the clone and legitimate vehicle. Legal number
plates usually have the manufacturer’s logo on them, while the clones are
usually blank. CCTV footage will also prove a car’s location at a certain time,
along with footage from a dash camera with GPS tracking.”
ENTERTAINMENT NEWS
There was good news after a recent accident at the house of Marvo the
Magician, where due to a misunderstanding he changed his wife and daughters
into a sofa and two armchairs. All three are said to be comfortable.
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ELECTION OF COMMITTEE
The Committee has decided that members should, after serving for three years,
stand down and, if they then wish, offer themselves for re-election.
It was also agreed that Group members should be given the opportunity at the
AGM to vote on the membership of the Committee.
At the moment there are 8 Committee members including three Office Holders
(Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer). The remaining members were elected to
the Committee because of their specific roles, for example Centre Manager,
Group Contact/Welcome Sessions, Website Manager and Events Organisers.
The Committee has decided that for election to one of the three Office Holder
posts, a candidate will be expected to have served for a minimum of six to
twelve months on the Committee in a general capacity to ensure continuity and
the gathering of experience.
In respect of the 2019 AGM, the following members, both of whom have served
a minimum of three years, are standing down and offer themselves for reelection: Stuart Dey (Chairman) and Duncan Garrett (Membership Database
Maintenance). The other members who have served over 3 years are Steve
Ewing and Jonathan Eaton who are Committee members by virtue of their
positions as Centre Manager and Group Contact/Welcome Sessions
respectively.
The other Committee members are (date of appointment in brackets): Peter
Gray (Secretary, 2017), John Boreham (Treasurer with effect from 1/1/19), Saby
Ghosh (Events, 2017) and Michaela Halse (Communications, 2018)
All Committee members are now offering themselves for re-election.
If any fully paid up members of the SE Group wishes to serve on the Committee,
they are invited to submit their name with a Proposer and Seconder to the
Group Secretary, whose address is on the last page of SEGMENT, by no later
than 28 February 2019.
Voting will take place at the AGM on 12 March 2019. (Please see page 11)
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to from
left, Ewan Shilland,
Pam Voller and Dan
Thompson. They are
pictured here at our
December Group Night,
having received their
certificates from
Chairman Stuart Dey.
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THIRD OF DRIVERS WOULD 'BRAKE TEST' A TAILGATER
While others prefer "revenge attacks" or rude hand gestures.
More than a third of UK drivers would ‘brake test’ a tailgater if they found one
following them down the road, according to new research.
A survey by vehicle maintenance chain Kwik Fit found that 89 percent of drivers
find tailgating “very annoying”, second only to dangerous overtaking, which was
a bugbear of 92 percent of drivers.
In fact, the habit is such a problem that a massive 34 percent of the 2,004
drivers quizzed said they would dab their brakes in a bid to scare the tailgater
into backing off.
The only more popular course of action, the survey found, was to slow down and
leave more space to the car in front in the hope that the tailgater will take the hint
- an approach adopted by 37 percent of respondents.
Other ‘tricks’ uncovered by the survey included flicking on the fog lights to make
the tailgater think the car in front is braking - a ploy suggested by eight percent
of those questioned - and hitting the brakes sharply, which was the favoured
approach of 10 percent of respondents.
Some drivers resort to more obvious road rage, though, suggesting making rude
hand gestures or plotting ‘revenge attacks’, by pulling over to let the tailgater
through, then tailgating them in return.
Intriguingly, though, 11 percent of those questioned said they would bow to the
pressure of being tailgated and speed up to increase the gap between the two
cars.
But despite these drastic forms of retaliation and the fact that the vast majority of
drivers think tailgating is annoying, a third (33 percent) of motorists say a vehicle
they have followed has reacted to their presence in some way.
Roger Griggs, communications director at Kwik Fit, said brake-testing other
motorists was a risky approach that could easily end in disaster.
“The accident statistics show very clearly that many road casualties are caused
by cars following too closely,” he said. “This research highlights that the danger
doesn’t just come from tailgaters not being able to stop in time, but from the
negative reactions they cause in other drivers.
“Brake testing a car which is far too close can be very tempting for drivers, either
by dabbing the brakes to flash the brake lights, or by actually braking hard, but
this can be very dangerous. The safest approach when encountering tailgaters
is to drive normally, signal clearly and pull over when it’s safe to do so to allow
them to overtake. Getting drawn into tit for tat behaviour is a no-win situation and
only makes driving much more stressful than it needs to be.”
WHAT A RELIEF!
Thirty drunken trippers who were took short and nipped off their coach on
Putney Bridge to relieve themselves just as the Cambridge crew were passing
underneath, have each been fined £100.00 for having one over the eight .
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